
Mozartradweg

CYCLING TOUR

Bike tour in the footsteps of the famous composer around Salzburg and through the most magnificent lake landscapes in 
Bavaria and Austria.

Starting point
Waging by the lake

Location
Waging by the lake


distance:
425.9 kilometres 

duration:
30:30 hours


maximum altitude:
783 meters 

minimum altitude:
388 meters


altitude difference:
2502 ascending 

altitude difference:
3942 descending

Salzburg - Eugendorf - Köstendorf - Laufen - Waging - Chieming - Breitbrunn - Amerang - Wasserburg am Inn - 
Rosenheim - Niederndorf Kössen - Lofer - Bad Reichenhall - Berchtesgaden

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart also stayed in the Chiemgau. The cycle path follows in his footsteps through the Schönramer 
Filz , one of the largest high moors in Bavaria , to the Waginger See , the warmest lake in Upper Bavaria. Mozart stayed 
in Waging with his mother during a concert tour and reported that they lived like princes. From the popular holiday resort 
at Waginger See we drive to the Chiemsee , the "Bavarian Sea" with numerous lidos, cafes and boat harbors. In Chieming , 
on the eastern shore of Lake Chiemsee, you can enjoy the sunset on the promenade. From there you have the option of 
cycling along the lake via Breitbrunn to Amerang or taking the new variant via Seeon and Obing to Amerang.

As a child, Mozart spent a lot of time in the well-known Seeon Monastery, which is well worth seeing. He composed two 
offertories (parts of a mass) for the monastery. The cycle path continues to Obing . It is said that Mozart's father Leopold 
often drove there with his children from Salzburg in a carriage and spent the night in the tavern or in the post office in 
Frabertsham and drank the good Seeoner beer with the fathers in the vicarage.

https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/reisefuehrer-chiemgau/a-waginger-see
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/waging-am-see
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/urlaub-chiemsee
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/chieming
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/reisefuehrer-chiemgau/a-kloster-seeon
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/obing
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